


 
 

 

Abstract 
Orientalism emerged as a discipline and produced massive literature on
Islam. Orientalists claim that they have introduced and applied
Scientific method and new research methodology in their research.
According to them objectivity, honesty and impartiality are the main
features of their methodology. Unfortunately their writings regarding
Islam lakes the mentioned features. Orientalists of different eras have
some similarities in their approach and methodology. In this article
similarities of the Orientalists are being presented critically analyzed.     
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"Europe may not accept the doctrines of Buddhist or Hindu

philosophy, but it will always preserve a balanced, reflective

attitude of mind with respect to those systems. As soon, however,

as it turns towards Islam the balance is disturbed and an emotional

bias creeps in ."  () 
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: 
"It is not astonishing that foreign cultural influences had an effect

on the evolution of this legal method and on various details of its

application. Islamic jurisprudence shows undeniable traces of the

influence of Roman law." () 
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   ‘‘ Differs radically in character and intention from the Roman

Law.’’   



    





: 
"His authority was not legal but, for the believers, religious and, for

the lukewarm, political."   








   





: 
"During the greater part of the first century, Islamic law, in the

technical meaning of the term, did not as yet exist. As had been the

case in the time of the Prophet, law as such fell outside the sphere

of religion."   
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: 
"They hardly ever investigate facts with an open mind, but start,

almost in every case, from a foregone conclusion dictated by

prejudice. They select the evidence according to the conclusion

they a priori intend to reach. Where an arbitrary selection of

witnesses is impossible, they cut parts of the evidence of the

available ones out of the context, or 'interpret' their statements in a

spirit of unscientific malevolence, without attributing any weight to

the presentation of the case by the other party, that is, the Muslim

themselves."   
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: 
"Hardly any of these traditions, as for as, matters of religious law

are concerned, can be considered authentic."   
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  Will Durant 
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"Even on the principle of agreement Ijma  he threw a

shadow of doubt."   
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 Scientific Methodology 
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: 
"Orientalism is not a dispassionate, objective study of Islam and its

culture by the Erudite faithful to the best traditions of scholarship
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to create profound, original research but nothing but an organized

conspiracy to incite our youth to revolt against their faith, and scorn

the entire legacy of Islamic history and culture as obsolete. The

object is to create as much mischief as possible among the

immature and gullible by sowing the seeds of doubt, cynicism and

skepticism."   
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